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Recruitment Trends Today
The Outlook for Healthcare Employers and Job Seekers

NAHCR, 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outline for discussion:Key trends and market forces impacting affecting the health care fieldInsights on new and emerging roles includingCurrent Employment Statistics – National and Regional
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High Demands & Pressures

One word…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The healthcare system is under a tremendous about of pressure – to improve at all levels to meet the triple aim:  better care, better health, reducing costs.Organizations are dealing with a change in payment system / incentives; changing regulations, penalties for not meeting certain metrics and mergers and acquisitions.This world of change is becoming the new norm.  Innovations and technologies are changing the way we live our lives – how we act as consumers, how we communicate with the world, receive care from doctors and other providers, and monitor our own physical fitness.  All of these drivers are disrupting the environment we’ve been used to.    It’s our opportunity to make sense of it all – and streamline the way we do our work, provide care and promote health for our patients and consumers.At the end of the day – it’s all about performance – and showing a new way to success.
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Market Forces 

Source: AHA Environmental Scan, 2016
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• Baby Boomers Retiring
• Millennials Majority
• Diversity – growth of 
Hispanic, Asian populations

• Safety & Security
• Engagement/Satisfaction
• Leadership
• Culture

• Chronic Illnesses Increasing
• Behavioral Health Needs 
Increasing

• Focus on Health/Wellbeing

• EHR Implementation, 
Interoperability, Security

• Growth of Telemedicine and 
mHealth

• Data / Analytics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SWAP WORKPLACE ENVIRONMENT – WITH CLINICAL INTEGRATIONPopulation Health:Chronic conditions increasing50% of Americans living with chronic condition; If over 65 yrs, it’s 85%Account for 75% of total healthcare expenditures*Mental illness increasing29% of people with a medical condition also have mental health condition60% of adults with a mental illness received no behavioral health care the previous yearChanging Demographics:78 million baby boomers retiring by 2025Millennials will be the majority by 2030, making up 75% of workforceDiversity – growing Asian and Hispanic populations – 31% of patients represent minoritiesEquity of care impactNeed to address:Gaps in workforce – clinical and leadershipOrganizational structures – more flat Diversity in leadership Benefits focus on specific cohorts – providing flexibility, convenience, education and guidanceIT – High demand for new skills:https://aha.box.com/s/ah0bj4ruxza3hi40adfbso2p3sdg1fc7High Demand for New SkillsCoders/BillersApplications developmentEMR/EHR expertiseSecurityData specialistsClinical informaticsCultureWorkplace Safety - https://aha.box.com/s/ah0bj4ruxza3hi40adfbso2p3sdg1fc7
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TRANSFORMATION

Making Sense of Change

Transformation

New 
Skills/ 
Roles

New 
Environment

New Ways 
of Working

New:  Technology, Payment Methods, Metrics, 
Partners, Competitors, Teams  

New Ways of 
Working

Transparent, Collaborative, Measurable, 
Inspirational New Environment

Change management, Adaptable, Innovative, 
Customer‐focused, Flexible, Vested/Passionate, 

Curious, Critical Thinker 
New Skills

New Roles
Innovation, Data Scientist, Patient Experience, Care 
Coordination, Business Partner, Population Health 
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Role Changes at all Levels
• Executive leaders Managing in dyads, triads
• Clinical providers  Shifting roles, teams
• Operations/front line Perf Improvement

Image: ©2015 Trillium Solutions Group

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 - ADD CLIENT EXAMPLE (CEDARS OR OTHERS…)No one is left out of the fun – everyone is being impacted:Organizations are running leaner and flatter. - Executives are taking on new challenges  - and in some cases co-managing with clinical leaders to take on the cost and quality issues together.   - Physicians, nurses and other care providers – all looking at how they deliver care in new ways – in teams, identifying new roles for each of the primary care team – and including outreach to the community - Operational departments are streamlining, LEAN-ing out waste and using technology to review data information in new ways, change, improve, reduce costsHow are you being impacted?  What new demands are on your plate?  How is your HR department changing – what new skills / roles are needed to move your team to the future?
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Population Health Clinical Integration / IT Leadership

Care Coordination

Communication and 
Engaging patient

Data / Analysis

EHR Implementation, 

Security, Training

Clinical Informatics

Clinical Documentation

Coders

Change Management
Innovation

Partner‐building
Vision

Adaptable
Listening Skills

Driving Outcomes:
Reducing readmissions

Reduce avoidable hospitalizations
Preventive medicine

Big data: anticipating needs of 
community

Shifting Needs / Emerging Roles
Supporting key strategic areas

Driving Outcomes:
Implementation EHR

Interoperability across continuum
Security

Telemedicine

Driving Outcomes:
Patient Experience

Employee Engagement/Satisfaction
Clinical Leadership ‐ Quality and 

Safety
Growth – new services and 

partnerships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re seeing growth in roles and shifts to support these major drivers / key strategies.Population Health Managers – Graphic on who is a Pop Manager:  skills, etc.And Health leaders article:  2016 staffing trends:http://healthleadersmedia.com/print/HR-324161/2016-Healthcare-Staffing-Trends
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New Titles

Population Health Clinical Integration Leadership

Chief Population Health Manager Chief Clinical Transformation 
Officer

Chief Experience Officer / Patient 
Engagement Office

Health Coach Chief Nursing Information Officer Head of Technology Innovation

Patient Navigator Chief Data Analytics Officer / VP VP Cost Containment

Care Coordinator VP Clinical Informatics Chief Clinical Transformation 
Officer

Care Manager Telehealth (MDs, RNs, etc.) Chief Medical Informatics Officer

Case Manager Medical Scribe Chief Performance Officer

Community Health Worker Clinical Documentation Specialist Chief Investment Officer

ICD-10 Coder

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ADD WHAT ROLES ARE OBSOLETE - ASHHRA IS RELEASING – JOB DESCRIPTION TOOLKIT - 
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What Leaders Are Saying:

57% Proactively adapting*

47% Recruitment is effective*

50% Difficulty recruiting experienced RNs**

Sources: The 2015 Healthcare Workforce, Executive Insights Survey 
Results, HealthcareSource and ASHHRA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASHHRA and HealthcareSource Survey“Just 57 percent of respondents believe their organizations are being proactive in adapting to the changing environment, while only 47 percent believe their recruitment methods are effective”
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Current Employment Statistics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speak to transformation – turnover, CEO turnover, leadership turnover – bedside nurse dataSo – Felicia just outlined a bit of what the future holds and where we’re headed in the way of hiring needs.  Before we go too far forward, I want to stop and take a look at the hiring trends of 2015.Before I jump into the detail of the stats – how many of you feel like you’re recruitment teams are busier than they were a year ago?  
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2015 vs. 2014 Growth

2014 2015 % Change
Total Healthcare Job Growth 309,000 474,700 53%

Hospital Job Growth 42,400 172,200 306%

Ambulatory Job Growth 230,000 258,000 15%

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can see there was a huge change in the number of new positions from 2014 to 2015And while there’s a lot of discussion around the need for ambulatory care positions/ non-hospital setting growth – particularly in looking at the total number of jobs.  Hospital job growth showed a significant jump year over year when looking at percentage growth.(Now admittedly, some of this growth, while under the Hospital reporting – was for ambulatory or outpatient setting.)
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Projected Industry Growth

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you look at projected growth 2014 – 2024:  Healthcare has the highest number of occupations and the percentage growth of all industries.If you look at the top line – all occupations are growing at a rate of 6.5% - healthcare comparatively is growing at 16.4 and 23%Another interesting fact to pull out here:  out of almost 10M jobs – 2.2M  or nearly 1 in 4 jobs is healthcare
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Projected Occupation Growth

42.7%

30.2%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you look at the fastest growing occupations:  9 of the Top 15 are in healthcare – and you could argue that statiticians and operational research analysts – could be employed in healthcare settings also…. - high demand for wind turbine technicians due to alternative energies and commercial divers!
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Projected Occupation Growth

Home Health Aides

Medical Assistants

Registered Nurses

38.1%

23.5%

16%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at occupations with the most total job growth – home health aids tops the list with highest projected % growth
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Supply/Demand – RN’s

Source: WANTED Analytics, accessed 3/28/16

Estimated # of RNs: 2,941,000
Employers posting RN jobs: 14,963
# of RN jobs posted: 244,397
RN candidates per job: 8
BLS Growth Rate: 16% (19%)

Top 5 RN job posting employers 
nationally:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So going to shift gears now and share some data specific to the Tri State region and discuss the supply and demand of key positions – based on data from WANTED Analytics.  (a database that looks at all advertised online job openings.  Keep in mind, the data tends to be primarily for metropolitan areas – less in rural areas.)The chart is set up as a heat map – green being the most favorable color and the warmer / hotter the color – the more difficult to fill the job.For RNs in SC, NC, VA14 candidates per every job nationally50 days on average time to fill
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Supply/Demand – RN’s (Vegas)

Source: WANTED Analytics, accessed 3/28/16

Estimated # of RNs: 15,000
Employers posting RN jobs: 181
# of RN jobs posted: 1,342
RN candidates per job: 8
BLS Growth Rate: 16% (19%)

Top 5 RN job posting employers in the 
region:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So going to shift gears now and share some data specific to the Tri State region and discuss the supply and demand of key positions – based on data from WANTED Analytics.  (a database that looks at all advertised online job openings.  Keep in mind, the data tends to be primarily for metropolitan areas – less in rural areas.)The chart is set up as a heat map – green being the most favorable color and the warmer / hotter the color – the more difficult to fill the job.For RNs in SC, NC, VA14 candidates per every job nationally50 days on average time to fill
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Supply/Demand – NP’s

Source: WANTED Analytics, accessed 3/28/16

Estimated # of NPs: 135,000
Employers posting NP jobs: 2,246
# of NP jobs posted: 10,281
NP candidates per job: 9
BLS Growth Rate: 35% (31%)

Top 5 NP job posting employers nationally:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More favorability than with RNs which has shifted in past two years.What are you seeing as relates to finding candidates for NP positions?BLS growth rate has increased in past two yearsAlso note how the competition has changed – hospitals / health systems competing with other types of organizations: insurance and retail clinics.
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Supply/Demand – NP’s (Vegas)

Source: WANTED Analytics, accessed 3/28/16

Estimated # of NPs: 400
Employers posting NP jobs: 24
# of NP jobs posted: 42
NP candidates per job: 6
BLS Growth Rate: 35% (31%)

Top 5 NP job posting employers in this 
region:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More favorability than with RNs which has shifted in past two years.What are you seeing as relates to finding candidates for NP positions?BLS growth rate has increased in past two yearsAlso note how the competition has changed – hospitals / health systems competing with other types of organizations: insurance and retail clinics.
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Supply/Demand – PA’s

Source: WANTED Analytics, accessed 3/28/16

Estimated # of PAs: 102,000
Employers posting PA jobs: 3,846
# of PA jobs posted: 18,042
PA candidates per job: 4
BLS Growth Rate: 30% (38%)

Top 5 PA job posting employers nationally:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tough hiring for NPs  (Louisville seems to be the only green on the map)Does this resonate with you all?Not a lot of candidates out there – competition is tough.Look up info about the PA growth / from A2 meeting.Where / in what settings are employers filling PA jobs vs. NP requirements?
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Supply/Demand – PA’s (Vegas)

Source: WANTED Analytics, accessed 3/28/16

Estimated # of PAs: 600
Employers posting PA jobs: 56
# of PA jobs posted: 140
PA candidates per job: 3
BLS Growth Rate: 30% (38%)

Top 5 PA job posting employers in this 
region:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tough hiring for NPs  (Louisville seems to be the only green on the map)Does this resonate with you all?Not a lot of candidates out there – competition is tough.Look up info about the PA growth / from A2 meeting.Where / in what settings are employers filling PA jobs vs. NP requirements?
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Supply/Demand – MD’s

Source: WANTED Analytics, accessed 3/28/16

Estimated # of MDs: 139,000
Employers posting MD jobs: 4,842
# of MD jobs posted: 20,640
MD candidates per job: 3
BLS Growth Rate: 14% (18%)

Top 5 MD job posting employers 
nationally:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For MD jobs – the WANTED Analytics data tends to paint more of a rosy picture than what our clients are telling us….National stats say 13 MD candidates for every job50 days – the average time to fill physician job opening
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Supply/Demand – MD’s (Vegas)

Source: WANTED Analytics, accessed 3/28/16

Estimated # of MDs: 48,000
Employers posting MD jobs: 978
# of MD jobs posted: 4,837
MD candidates per job: 5
BLS Growth Rate: 14% (18%)

Top 5 MD job posting employers in this 
region:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For MD jobs – the WANTED Analytics data tends to paint more of a rosy picture than what our clients are telling us….National stats say 13 MD candidates for every job50 days – the average time to fill physician job opening
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Supply/Demand – IT & Mathematical

Source: WANTED Analytics, accessed 3/28/16

Estimated IT Pool: 235,000
Employers posting IT jobs: 7,809
# of IT jobs posted: 36,119
IT candidates per job: 4

Top 5 IT job posting employers 
nationally:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IT & Mathematical jobs – no green anywhere.These are tough roles to fill and you are competing with non traditional healthcare employers:  consultants, digital companies, financial companies.  In our discussions with IT leaders – the environment and payscale are huge factors to look at what you’re offering talent.To cap off the review of the stats – our clients have been more focused on looking at their recruitment metrics overall.  One healthcare leader noted that while their response times and metrics overall seem consistent in year’s past, they cannot afford to maintain consistent times, but need to improve these metrics given the volume of hiring – and expedite the process.What are you doing internally to measure, improve, expedite your hiring process – and ensure after 90 days and 1 year that you’re keeping this good talent.
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Supply/Demand – IT & Mathematical (Vegas)

Source: WANTED Analytics, accessed 3/28/16

Estimated IT Pool: 1,900
Employers posting IT jobs: 81
# of IT jobs posted: 138
IT candidates per job: 9

Top 5 IT job posting employers in this 
region:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IT & Mathematical jobs – no green anywhere.These are tough roles to fill and you are competing with non traditional healthcare employers:  consultants, digital companies, financial companies.  In our discussions with IT leaders – the environment and payscale are huge factors to look at what you’re offering talent.To cap off the review of the stats – our clients have been more focused on looking at their recruitment metrics overall.  One healthcare leader noted that while their response times and metrics overall seem consistent in year’s past, they cannot afford to maintain consistent times, but need to improve these metrics given the volume of hiring – and expedite the process.What are you doing internally to measure, improve, expedite your hiring process – and ensure after 90 days and 1 year that you’re keeping this good talent.
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Job Search Insights Report

72%

42%

3 

64% 

By the numbers
Employed

Seeking new employment or advancement 
opportunities

# resources job seekers reported using during his/her 
search on avg

69% online job boards    59% company websites

Cited LinkedIn as the most effective social channel for 
online job searches

27% Google+

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With that rosy picture, I want to leave you with some thoughts about how do we as healthcare employers – need to position ourselves to recruit top talent, so that we can have successful recruitment strategy.The next few slides are from our Job Insights Survey – more than 450 job candidate participated to share their thoughts about job search:While 72% of our survey respondents were employed, 42% reported that they were seeking new employment or advancement opportunitiesWhile online job boards (69%) and company websites (59%) were highest, the average job seeker reported using 3 resources during her/his job searchLinkedIn was cited as the most effective social channel for online job searches, mentioned by 64% of respondents. The second most popular option was Google+ at 27%
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In-demand information: All about the employer

Job Search Insights Report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
71% - details about employers and specific roles48% - information about healthcare careers / career paths45% - information about organizational and team structure
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Job Search Insights Report
Job search challenges: Am I qualified?

The journey to a new job can be daunting at times. Of the tasks required during a 
job search, here’s what job seekers found most challenging…

Finding a job for which I am qualified

Completing the application on the 
employer’s career site

Conducting internet searches to find 
open positions

42% Updating my resume or CV

Preparing for an interview

Learning how to leverage social 
media to further my career

36%
28%

27%
24%

71%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
71% said learning how to leverage social media 42% finding a job for which I’m qualified – share job details36% - completing the application on the employer’s site (how many of you have walked through your application process?) - when was the last time you reviewed your user experience or looked at streamlining your application? - some studies say that nearly 80% of candidates that are sent to your site are dropping off during the application ** we have some work to do to make this a more user friendly processHow many of you provide education/ workshops for job seekers about being a better candidate?
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Job Search Insights Report

Job seekers evaluate a number of items before deciding to take the next step 
with an employer. What’s at the top of their list? 

Competitive compensation

Great benefits (health insurance, vacation policy, etc.)

Flexible hours/scheduling
Clear long-term growth opportunities

Training and development programs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are about the same or declined slightly compared to last year’s surveyThe one that increased as ‘clear long-term growth opportunities (up from 35%...)One group that reviewed these results indicated that these 5 were really the ‘price of entry’ – and as an employer you must be competitive in these areas.  Other things they’re seeing to attract candidates / ensure the right fit:  Job shadowing as part of the interview / recruitment process; 
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Job Search Insights Report

Job seekers evaluate a number of items before deciding to take the next step 
with an employer. What’s at the top of their list? 

Competitive compensation70%
61%
41%
39%
35%

Great benefits (health insurance, vacation policy, etc.)

Flexible hours/scheduling

Clear long-term growth opportunities

Training and development programs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are about the same or declined slightly compared to last year’s surveyThe one that increased as ‘clear long-term growth opportunities (up from 35%...)One group that reviewed these results indicated that these 5 were really the ‘price of entry’ – and as an employer you must be competitive in these areas.  Other things they’re seeing to attract candidates / ensure the right fit:  Job shadowing as part of the interview / recruitment process; 
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Job Search Insights Report

18% nursing & nursing support
17% operations, risk management & 
executive
16% administrative/clerical
12% allied health
8% executive
7% mental health/social services
6% information technology
24% other

Top disciplines represented

Others include academic/research, advanced practice nurses/physician assistants, hospitality/facility/environmental support, 

pharmacy and more.
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Job Search Insights Report
Participants have a high level of experience

33% 20+ years 

23% 10-19 years

18% 3-5 years 

15% 0-2 years

12% 6-9 years
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Sources & Resources
Sources:

• 2016 Environmental Scan, American Hospital Association, www.aha.org

• 2015 Healthcare Talent Acquisition Environmental Scan, Health Career Center, 
www.HealthCareerCenter.com

• Wanted Analytics, www.wantedanalytics.com

• 2016 Healthcare Job Search Insights Survey, Health Career Center, www.HealthCareerCenter.com

• The 2015 Healthcare Workforce, Executive Insights Survey Results, HealthcareSource and ASHHRA

Other Resources:

• www.HPOE.org – useful guides and case studies on healthcare transformation

• Changing the Conversation: Accelerating Workforce Transformation in Healthcare, MHA, 2014

• 2015 Nursing and Allied Professionals Workforce Survey Report: Exploring Emergent Healthcare 
Workforce Titles and Functions, HANYS, GNYHA, CHWS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Amy will update

http://www.aha.org/
http://www.healthcareercenter.com/
http://www.healthcareercenter.com/
http://www.hpoe.org/
http://www.ashhra.org/toolkits/s-z/workforce_files/Changing_the_Conversation_Report_2014.pdf
http://www.aacn.nche.edu/media-relations/nursing-shortage-resources/2015-NY-Workforce-Report.pdf
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Thank you!

Questions?
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Contact Information
Jack Lafferty

jlafferty@aha.org

www.HealthCareerCenter.com

Jonas Moskowitz

jmoskowitz@aha.org

www.HealthCareerCenter.com

mailto:jlafferty@aha.org
http://www.healthcareercenter.com/
mailto:jmoskowitz@aha.org
http://www.healthcareercenter.com/
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